IMMUNIZE DATA FROM RANSOMWARE WITH SCALAR ACTIVE VAULT TECHNOLOGY
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INTRODUCTION

Ransomware isn’t going away, and it’s an enterprise problem. Government agencies and businesses of all sizes are increasingly targeted. Every organization needs a plan for protecting against this threat.

The key to thwarting ransomware is maintaining a copy of data that is completely inaccessible from any network, a characteristic sometimes referred to as “air-gapped.” The most cost effective and secure way to hold data offline is magnetic tape. A tape cartridge on a shelf is completely immune to ransomware. But this approach has inconveniences and potential risks.

Traditionally, moving tapes offline meant physically exporting them from an automated tape library, and having an operator carry them to a shelf or container in a physically secure location. This takes time better spent elsewhere, and because it involves humans, it’s error prone. Tapes are easily misfiled or lost. And while tape cartridges are reasonably robust, they do not handle physical abuse well. Drops to the floor can damage them.

This Technology Brief describes how Quantum’s unique Active Vault—an optional feature of Quantum’s Scalar® tape libraries—enables keeping an ultra-secure, air-gapped copy of data that is also protected from human error.

LIBRARY PARTITIONS

Tape library partitions were invented to share one tape library among several applications. Partitions normally contain dedicated data slots, cartridges, tape drives, and import/export (I/E) slots but share the robot. In Scalar libraries these are known as application-managed partitions. Quantum has evolved the concept of partitions beyond mere application sharing. Scalar libraries may also contain library-managed partitions, which consist of unlicensed slots, are invisible to external applications and are used to enable special features.

One type of library-managed partition is the Active Vault (AV) partition. AV partitions provide a secure storage location within the library that is not accessible to applications, even accidentally. They are configured by the tape library administrator and may be any size required.
ACTIVE VAULT SECURITY

Active Vault provides security for data in several ways. AV partitions may not be exposed externally to applications. The library software simply does not allow it. An operator cannot accidentally put vaulted tapes “online,” exposed to threats. AV partitions also contain no tape drives, providing an additional barrier to access. Finally, because vaulted tapes remain in the library, they are safe from mishandling, damage, and loss.

Access to Active Vault configuration is restricted as well. Only tape library administrators may create, modify, delete, or reconfigure AV partitions. Library operators have “User” privileges only, which may be restricted to specific partitions when a library is shared by multiple applications. For greater security, Scalar libraries may be integrated with Microsoft Active Directory or other LDAP directory services.

Sometimes additional media security is needed, so Active Vault is compatible with other standard Scalar library security features, such as full tape encryption, WORM media, and media security notifications.
VAULTING PROCESS FLOW

Tapes may be moved into an AV partition manually using the library GUI, but usually this movement is controlled by policy, as shown in Figure 3 below. A typical policy might be that when the application that owns application-managed partition “NBU” exports a tape, that tape should move into the AV partition named “NBU-V” instead of the library’s I/E slots. The application believes the tapes have left the library, but instead they have been moved into the secure vault. If there are multiple applications using the library, each one may have a corresponding AV partition of its own.

![Figure 3. Active Vault Export-Redirect Policy Dialog](image)

Let’s compare the operator experience with manual vaulting vs. Active Vault:

![Figure 4. Vaulting Workflow, Before & After Active Vault](image)
With Active Vault, the operator takes no additional steps and does not have to leave their desk to physically interact with the library or media. The library can even be in a lights-out facility thousands of miles away.

Retrieving data from a manual vault is a similar process:

1. **MANUAL VAULT**
   - Retrieve tapes from secure storage, or order from off-site storage vendor
2. **ACTIVE VAULT**
   - Insert tapes into library I/E slots
   - Import tapes using application

   - Move tapes back to application partition using library GUI.
   - The tape library does the rest!

   - Robot in library moves tapes to application partition and notifies application

*Figure 5. Vault Retrieval Workflow - Before & After Active Vault*

*Figure 6. Scalar i6000 Vault Retrieval Dialog*
PUTTING THE “ACTIVE” IN ACTIVE VAULT

Another danger that can put vaulted data at risk is media degradation. Stored under proper conditions, magnetic tape can last for decades. Real-life durability depends on how and how much the media is used, the cleanliness of the atmosphere in which it runs, and the temperature and humidity of storage locations. Simply put, the only way to know if your data is still accessible is to test it.

Manually vaulted media sitting on a shelf is almost never tested. It’s simply too big a hassle. Instead, organizations roll the dice, only learning media has gone bad when needed data is irretrievable.

Automated Media Conditions Monitoring

Years ago, Quantum created Enterprise Data Lifecycle Management (EDLM) to solve this problem. EDLM is an optional feature of Scalar i6 and i6000 libraries that provides policy-based, automated background media validation. It monitors media condition, warning when tapes have degraded while there is still time to act, before any data is lost.

If a customer purchases and configures EDLM, tapes residing in an AV partition will be scanned at programmed intervals, ensuring that vaulted data is kept in good condition. Tape drives used for EDLM scanning have their external data ports disabled, so the integrity of the Active Vault is maintained. Even if these drives are accidentally connected to the storage network, no data may be accessed.

![EDLM Policy Configuration on an Active Vault Partition](image)

*Figure 7. EDLM Policy Configuration on an Active Vault Partition*
ACTIVE VAULT BENEFITS

- Provides ultra-secure, offline data storage
- Saves operator time
- Eliminates manual media handling
- Saves storage space
- Transparent to applications
- Enables lights-out and remote vaulting
- Eliminates risk of physical media damage or loss
- Secures media from accidental exposure
- Enables proactive media condition monitoring & alerting